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Shiv Abhishek Pande(8-May-1985)
 
WELCOME EVERY ONE
I was born in  DISTRICT -BETUL
              STATE-MADHYA PRADESH 
              COUNTRY-INDIA 
I HAVE DONE CIVIL ENGINEERING AND NOW DOING BUSINESS.
WRITING POETRY IS A HEALING PROCESS FOR ME.I love the words coming from
somewhere and they get rearranged in such a manner of expression of human
emotions to be called as a poem.i love to write @love, pain, God, humanity,
inspiration AND @EVERYTHING I CAN FEEL AS A HUMAN
THAT IS ALL ABOUT ME. AS SIMPLE AS THAT.I WILL LEARN FROM ALL OF YOU.
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Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Aromas Of Memories
 
'Aromas of memories' smelt
'Aura of divine' seen
'Love of love' felt
Flavor of 'Sweet pain for life time'………………………………
Pain that percolates
underneath the depth of heart
And struck between the conscious
Biochemical
emotional
Process of
Heart to brain
brain to heart………………….
instant urge to be within the arms
of beloved
a random thirst to talk with her
forever………………………………..
to walk with her in the moonlight
under the cold breeze
when her shy smile
transmits into a playful act of charm………………………..
when her cuddle make your all worries go
'when you stand holding her from back
in front of a mirror
gazing inside the eyes of each other'
and praying may this love lasts forever
when her eyes says you something that words cannot
express…………………………………….
when you hold her tight
she hold you in a rhythm that
embrace you to the ecstasy …………………………..
when you don't have her
with you
at least you have those 'aromas of memories' smelt
to feel a millionth fraction of what you had with her
and traces of 'love of love' felt
with flavor of 'sweet pain for life time'……………………………………………..
 
Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Best Friend
 
Best friend is one in life
Who is forever
Best friend is boon in life
Who is very costly treasure
 
my dear friend
try to understand the matter
What type of friend you want
Just openly talk together
 
It happens rarely in life, do not hesitate
To catch the golden feather
It’s my advice for you to make a friend
who is really forever.
 
 
Copyright © Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Can Friend Ever Be A Lover?
 
Lover can be a friend
But can Friend ever be a lover?
Think and Test it better
before going too further
 
Friends are lovable
lovers are friendly
But real love is very way beyond
And a too differnt entity
 
Love serves almost
every human relationship
No matter which
It is mixed with
Loves different
arbitary qualitities.
 
Crush to infatuation
Infatuation to addiction
Can Addiction ever equals
The devotion of lovers submission
 
All are just mild traces of
Infinite deposite of
true loves existance.
 
When friendship is
Not for benifit
And love is not for
Attraction
The true divine purpose
Of love is always
To be kind
selfless affection
 
When i seek intentions
and true cause of my love
My seeking logic always
Rebound me
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with more close
And deeper search
 
Love with
ifs and buts
Are like
Questioning
questions
Between human relation
And lovers guts
 
Your Love
always indulge you
with No purpose
Yes its trigger is
craving for
Those innocent
blink of eyes
And those charming smiles
 
But what should i say
About those ego clash fights
Does it test your surrender
To each other or
it is just a part of
human behavior
 
Love should be love
Why named as a relationship
I think it can only be
Felt, inhaled with divine ownership
 
Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Complex Love When Simplified
 
Love is a strange truth of lie
Just try to simplify
 
An ocean of pain
Feelings in vain
 
Purpose of desire
Sometime truly admired
 
But often misunderstood
Until occurrence of real truth
 
When addicted by one
Taken granted by the loved one
 
When tried to expertise
Generally can’t be generalized
 
And always should be in control
Becoz can contaminate your pure soul
 
And once performed without an urge of return
Is always result in eternal wisdom
 
29-7-2010- BETUL,
 
Copyright © Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Do You Know How Its Feels?
 
Do you know how its feels
When someone you really love,
Left you alone
 
Who can be believed?
When who was the most trusted
Becomes someone unknown
 
How this can happen with me
Yes! She was someone,
Really very own
 
Now my own love‘s shortcoming
Or my weak will to forget her
Will be blamed
 
But don't blame my great love
As deep within my lonely heart
I am still all alone
 
It was not about why? You left me
But baby! I came too far with you.
When you realize the game
 
 
As if this is all over by your side
I will be always and
Still the same.
 
31-7-2010, Betul
 
Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Dont Flatter Me With Fake
 
Don't flatter me with fake
Give me the truth babe
that even i hate
Ya baby don't pretend me
that what you are not
or give me the proof of
whats inside your heart
 
Greed lust intentions
whatever you chase
Come to me only when
you got inside you the eternal faith
Cause i am made of that
commitment I cannot fake.....
 
People use me with their
short term goals
I was victim of many
wrong intentional that later unfolds
you know what i couldn't hold
Ya i know I craved for love
Now i crave for being bold...
 
But now i know What it looks
Its like just opposite of the faith
So better don't mess
I know you will find many
as of your face
 
don't flatter me with fake
Give me the truth babe
If you have faith
with true love
with true faith....
 
Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Eternal Journey
 
When I
Search for my existance
In the desert of pain
I find a long lasting thirst
for you have become no one to me
then for my burning heart I
Find shadow of tree
And oh my god i am just a dot i the sky and that tree is my life of karma
And i find the curves of OM
Which help me to reach there
To seek my sun
For my journey to life ends
And here comes the eternal rest
 
Shiv Abhishek Pande
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For Good Of Mankind
 
The stability of mountains in thoughts
the knowledge of scholars in mind
the emotion for good of mankind
and to help them who r fallen behind
 
the purpose to live life with pride n peace
the intention to call divine on earth
the follower of wisdom and values
the seeker who seeks his purpose of birth
 
the messenger of God
the follower of hard path of truth
the founder of peace in life
 
Copyright © Shiv Abhishek Pande
the monk who expects no fruit
 
the tunes of his lovely music
the charm of the songs he sings
the enthusiasm in every action
the sacred divine link
 
may God please send more like this on earth
for sake of good to mankind
hey! God we need them now
as the humanity is fallen behind
 
Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Happiness
 
My happiness is always choice of mine.
Blaming other is habit of swine.
When the things are not happening as we want.
Just wait and just observe it will be fine.
 
I know it’s not easy to do so.
But trust me and have hope.
The way the life goes.
Is the purpose of divine.
 
Expectation reduces joy.
It’s always a dangerous toy.
If you want to play. 
You play and confess.
Do not say lie.
 
At least be true to yourself.
Do believe in god, as god is your true self.
And if it seems tough.
Then make hard work your luck.
 
Love when becomes purpose less.
And karma becomes selfless.
Then god is not other than you.
And life becomes sacred rhyme.
 
Copyright © Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Happy Birthday Means
 
when they say me 'Happy Birthday'
 
they mean one more year of pain?
or one more year to gain?
 
thay mean one more expectation in vain?
or one that i have maintained ?
 
they mean one more year with love?
or one more pack of 365 that sucks?
 
they mean one more year for my achievements ?
or one more for me, with my disagreements?
 
they mean one more year for 'Being me'?
or one more year to face, the bitter truths I see.?
 
they mean one more year added in my life?
or one more that is just lessen my light.?
 
they mean wait one day you will be happy ?
I say, I have counted it enough, there is no mercy............? ?
 
to be continue.......
 
Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Hate Rap Love
 
WHEN NO FAITH ON FAITH
AND EMOTIONAL DEATH!
 
LONELY STAY
NOTHING TO PAY!
 
NO ONE TO HAVE
NO ONE TO LOOSE!
 
JUST PURPOSE OF BIRTH
WHY LIVING ON EARTH!
 
A REASON TO LOVE
AN INVITATION TO PAIN!
 
CONVERTED TO HATE
A REVENGE TO FATE!
 
WHAT CAUSE THE BREACH
WHAT CALL THE END!
 
MANY MEMORIES WAS UNDONE
MUCH TIME TO LOOSE!
 
WHY SHOULD YA START
IF IT HAS TO END!
 
MANYTHING TO SAY
ANYTHING TO DO!
 
BUT WHY DID THEE SEND
THE GIRL LIKE YOU!
 
MAY BE HIS WISH OR WILL
I HAVE NOTHING TO PROVE!
 
Shiv Abhishek Pande
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I Wanna Hold Your Hand
 
I wanna hold ur hand
I want u to be my best friend
I want u with me till the end
Yes I wanna hold ur hand
The language of eyes u know
very well I can understand
And ur precious smile gives me
How much strength
Yes I wanna…………
Ur divine attraction is my passion
And how much
I m addicted to it
I can’t understand
Yes I wanna…………
Beauties are many in this world
But for me there is no one
Who can withstand
Yes I wanna…………
I want to talk u much more
Than that I always pretend
I want to share my life
With u hand in hand
Yes I wanna…………
Deep inside my heart
There is place for u
Where u can stand with me forever
And I will never allow u
To go away from me no matter
How much u understand
Just Yes I wanna…………
 
Copyright © Shiv Abhishek Pande
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It Was Always Been Your Choice
 
Its was always been your choice
when to come when to go from my life
but i has only role to welcome you
yes i know am weak from inside
it was always you who decides....
 
then how could i realize better i was alone
 
when you say lets dance
i dance with you like never before
when you say sing a song
i sing the loveliest theme of romance
 
then how could i realize better i was alone
 
cause at that time before i never feared
to loose someone whom i loved my dear
i was all alone but my dreams
was with me as my path was very clear
 
yes i realize better i was alone
 
but you came in my life
you changed me my dreams and my life
you snatched the way i live with myself
and suddenly its only you whom i care about
 
and now i belive better i was alone
 
then your aromas started mixing with my breathe
your pretty glance set my all desires to unrest
you started addicting me with your doses of love
then suddenly you say 'oh dear realy i love you... i doubt'
 
oh yes...i realize better i was alone
 
you tried me in every way you can
my faith my beliefs my devotion for you then
you were set for a new adventure you already planned
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yes you were already done with me
 
baby then i realize better i was alone
 
as you said there is now nothing to say and hide
now its all over yes you always decides
then i remain shattered broken
like a storm of high emotional tide
 
oh then i realize better i was alone
 
better sooner than latter
i should have known
better i was alone
as i know now and then forever.......
then i realize.....better i was alone.....
 
then i realize.....better i was alone....
 
Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Khuda Hi To Mohhabat Parosta Hai(???? ?? ?? ???????
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Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Lover's Quest?
 
Will you leave me, when I need you?
Will you forget me, when I remember you?
Will you ignore me, when I seek you?
Will you hate me, when I love you?
 
Yes I deserve your hate
This is always with my fate
I don’t know what is there in my future
And who cares how much I am mature
 
But I always want you to be with me
To share every moment of my destiny
No matter how this is possible
And no matter how much the out come is miserable
 
But your absence is humiliating
And your separation with me is frustrating
How you have become weakness of mine
And with you why I feel presence of divine
 
Test me until my last breath
Test me with my only faith
As my every breath is full of your name 
As my every thought praises your fame
 
Copyright © Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Moksha (Disambiguation) .
 
????? -?????- ??????, ????? ?? ???? ???? ????? I
??????- ??????? - ???, ?????? ?? ?? ????? ????? I I
??? ????? ??? ??? ?? ???????? ????? I
???? ????? ???? ??? ?? ???????? ?? ???????? I I
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?? ???? ?? ????, ??  ???? ?? ?? ????? I I
?? ???? ??? ???? ????, ?? ???? ??? ?????? ?? ?? ?? I
?? ??? ???? ???? ???? ?? ???? ??????  ???? ?? ?? ?? I I
 
Hindi -poorna-sthai-nishchal, prem ko aatur mera chitt
English-Complete-stable-conditionless love, for which I am eager
 
Hindi -apoorna-shanbhangoor-chadma aasacti pe aasacta mai nitt
English-incomplete-unstable-illusion of desire in which I am into
 
Hindi -kaam, krodha, lobha, moh mai nirlajja liptta
English-lust, anger, greed, in my life it's shameful
 
Hindi -meri aatma teri khoja mai parmatma nishchitt
English-my soul, my lord in your search committed
 
 
Hindi -charon aur teri maya se sarabor aur unmatt
English-every where is your creation in which I am dipped
 
Hindi -bhogon se labrez mera mann sukha se sahmat
English-indulged in senses my body still said yes for more
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Hindi -prati sukha samanantar dukha upjega nahi mai avgat
English-each desire fulfilled will create sorrow, do I don't know?
 
Hindi -poorna-chaitann-saakshi bhaav mai sthir yadi ho teri rehmat
English-complete, omnipresent, doership will achive if you will have mercy
 
Hindi -virakti, bhakti, mukti ka mai aatur
English-desireless, spritual love, thirst is desired my thee
 
Hindi -mai bhaav ke aham mai moodha samajhata chaatur
English-in me my ego, Is that, I think as my goal
 
Hindi -ishavar ki bhakti ki aviral dhara sumadhoor
English-god's love is continuous and  eternal as my soul
 
Hindi -swabhaav se goodha meri khoja teri kripa bin nirmool
English-deep in nature, my path but without you it's all waste
 
Hindi -chorasi laakha feron ke baad aaj mera milan tujhase
English-after a long journey I have reached (as Indian mythology = after 84
hundred thousand, births as different species)  
 
Hindi -tu mera, mai tera harpal kahata hoon mai khudse
English-I am yours, you are mine, I may chant several time
 
Hindi -ab nahi koi karma bandhana aur nahi prapancha is jagse
English-now there is nothing between you and mine
 
Hindi -aai ghadi tere-mere milan ki karu aaradhana teri rag-2 se
English-time has came of our union I may pray you everytime.
 
Hindi -mere param pita tune mujhe racha is nirmal raj se
English-oh my supreme god you made me from this soil
 
Hindi -ab tujhe dekhu tujhe sunu teri anubhooti pag-2 mai
English-I want to see you I want to touch you every sec
 
Hindi -par ab prarthana tujse
English-now it's my deep desire
 
Hindi -jo ho tu mujhmai
English-if you are in my inside
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Hindi -aajad kar de mujhe is janma-mratyu ke bandan se
English-please make me free from birth and death,
Place and time
 
Hindi -aur basa le mujhe apne charnan mai
English-and let me rest forever in your infinite rhyme.
 
 
 
Translated and written by Copyright © Shiv Abhishek Pande
 
Shiv Abhishek Pande
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My Changing Life
 
you change everyday like passing time.
you broke everysecond like unfaithful faith.
you have always been constantly changing.
but you were the same inside me,
like my death
 
inside me you were like the laws of nature
stagnant mammaoth and stable like a mountain
you were like a river changing its course,
but never slow
you were the breeze intoxicating the desire fountain
 
desire fountain of my desires in life
and never ending demand of pleasure
you were my hating love for this treasure
and you were my only existence.
like my nature 
 
my nature of love, joy and harmony
you were always in the mercy of my thee
my Lord, my God and my lonely being
but why I saldom have a quest for
the 'eternal theme' of love
 
eternal theme in your service my master of love
my cause for intensification of presence of my lord
with this as a apart of my wisdom.
to my life
a piece of a tiny thought tied with,
word's cord.
 
Shiv Abhishek Pande
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My First Love
 
Once upon a time
I was in a frame of mind
To have someone special
One who will be real love of mine
 
For whom I will let everything sacrifice
For whom I will think all over the night
For whom there is nothing I can’t do
For whom my love is real and really true
 
It was very pure intention of my heart
It had become my purpose of day to start
And yes! One day God had a gaze on me
And hey! He did what?
Thee send the same for me.
 
It was like a heaven for me
As if the world was made of only shiv and she
The life was running with a great speed
It was tough to live without her or Let her to leave
 
I don't know, what it was
Addiction, infatuation or
Was it a was?
Love with lots of life
Let love be love.
Why bound it so tight.
 
Day by day we were becoming one from two
The frequency of thoughts was becoming same too
I was in her heart and in me she was breathing
What else you want in life,
The life was too much soothing
 
But my fate was not had that all
One day she said me, this is not love!
You are not someone, made for me, that’s all
It was her conclusion on my real committed soul
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And she left me alone
With the memories I made
And it was all over
Once and for all
 
And do you know why she left me
Who more than me had this curiosity
She told, my intentions in life are different
And now she really got someone perfect
 
Someone who understand
Everything in life
Someone who with,
She was more alike
 
She told, -
“she was never loved by me
And same here with her she never loved me.
Now she don’t  bother whatever I think
How much I try, I let her go, there is nothing to hide”
 
 
I told- now there is nothing to see now
But don’t blame me like this and any how
I will love you forever in my life no reason why
You the one for me
You were my first love in life
 
Still she has place in my heart
Still she comes in my dream 
Still I find her sometimes
In my broken heart’s poetic theme
 
25/July/2010 10: 30 pm Betul India
Copyright © Shiv Abhishek Pande
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My Girl
 
u r the first and last girl in my life
i wil care for u throughout my life
you knw babe u the one
u r the one
 
when u r not wit me
i always request to thee
that how my heart beat without her
and how m i able to breath
 
its all ur magic
its all ur charm
i was always eager to see u my beside
to make me warm
 
ye my girl ye ye ye......ye ye ye
to make me warm
to kiss u in ur lipse
to hug u ohh my miss
to give u the love u want
 
its all ur magic
its all ur charm
i was always eager to se u my beside
to make me warm
 
ye my girl ye ye ye......ye ye ye
to make me warm
to kiss u in ur lipse
to hug u ohh my miss
to give u the love u want
 
the love between us  ohh my melody
is like one soul two body
i want u to be with me
every morning and a cup of tea
i wnt u to be with me
every moment like i in me
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My Mother
 
My mother I love u
You are only one in this world who is true
You are in me.I am in you
I love u as much as sky is blue
 
I am nothing in front of u
And how much u have sacrificed for me
Who can dare to prove?
My mother I love u
 
I am a dropp in ocean
And u r my immense ocean
U were always there for me
Every time I summoned
My mother I love u
 
I will be with u
Up to my last breath
I can’t express
How much in u, I have faith
My mother I love u
 
My mother your motherhood is divine
Its only thing treasure for mine
And after it there is nothing
Which I can find
My mother I love u
 
My mother tell me what can I do for u
I forget myself in front of u
Today I can really confess
I am nothing without u.
My mother I love u
 
Copyright © Shiv Abhishek Pande
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Mystery Of Life
 
Life has been a mystery for me
But a very easy game for thee
Its really a mirage for me
Or ultimately a lock without a key
              Life has been
 
The truth of life is
Man proposes God disposes
And u knows life is what?
Just everything that God imposes
              Life has been
 
Dont take me as a real pessimistic
I have not been always like this
It is the result of my fate
Who knows how much I am pissed
              Life has been
 
He always plays with hearts
He always plays with dreams
This is his very nature
No matter how much you scream
              Life has been
 
Expectation reduces joy
Remember this always
Otherwise you will be
Mere a toy
              Life has been
 
Never expect anything from anyone
Otherwise be prepared to be stub born
And if u suffered for expecting anything
Then be prepared for failure in everything
               Life has been
 
As much as you rely on others
You cant concentrate on your work
And if you rely for emotional causes
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Then be prepared for long and continuous pauses
               Life has been
 
He is responsible for making two near
Then what is wrong and what you fear
When you open yourself for someone you love
Then always prepared for lots of tears
               Life has been
 
Thee start stories between two hearts
Then he start playing with their parts
And he start creating distances between them
As soon as the feeling of love starts
               Life has been
 
Yes, he will bath with your tears
And feel joy with your anxiety
I know you will not believe
No matter who is your deity?
               Life has been
 
Shiv Abhishek Pande
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No Commitment
 
No commitment
Just purpose.
No faith
Just weak trust.
The life?
Just one more desire.
The love? 
Just strange liar.
No surrender
Just false ego.
No care
Just mercy flow.
The respect?
Just identity suspect.
The service?
Just selfishly publish.
No identity
Just unknown entity.
No dependence
Just lonely existence.
The fear
Just inside prayer.
The God?
Just I myself.
 
Copyright © Shiv Abhishek Pande
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People Come And Go....
 
People come and go via my way
i remain lonely as always
 
i know i get attached sometimes
with the sudden emotional rage
 
yes i am still living but i slowly breathe
i am like a river of love inturn
 
and peoples are like stones...
some flow with me and some remains unturned
 
but i know too the venom
intoxicating memory trace
 
what they say.... what they do
is that means love or mere absence of hate
 
better go by emotional layers
like affection attraction infatuational fever
 
or way beyond deep loves eternal existance
love is only made of love nothing else ever
 
the heart that still feels her heart beats
irrespective of her love's betray and hate
 
her love is not for him now....
but still her love's memory is lovers only fate
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Road Ahead Human Desire
 
Dont knw the road ahead
Dont knw the turning fate
But knw what the will like fire
knw too the burning state of human desire.
 
Inside me is the conspiracy of subconcious.
Inside me is the sea of human wants
Never ending process of collection
Infinite types of selfish intentional grants
 
They say it servival of the fittest
I say it exploitation of the weakest
When i say it. i mean human needs
Life needs air water food to poor
But rich luxur is smoke and liquor
 
Need of love need of companionship
Need of care need of survivalship
Need of touch need of a hug
Need of every aspect of humanity as such.
 
Pain of love search for relief
Memory of love restless at its extreme
Infatuation attraction lust and love
Equal to
Frustration sadness guilt and thirst too.
 
Search for money search for pride
Search for love search deep inside
Search for power search for infinity
Search for existance in the world of uncertainty.....
 
Path of human life
Road of human struggle
Collection of sins of karma
And curiosity of road ahead dharma..............
 
(Dharma = wisdom)
(Karma = concept in human mythology for good and bad Deeds)
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Stagnant And Dynamic Divine
 
When dynamic is stagnant
stagnant is dynamicaly difined
Dynamic movement of matter
Or stagnant rest of divine......
 
Stagnancy is rest of energy
And dynamism is flow of Stagnant
stored energy omnipotent
quantum play of dynamic omnipresent........
 
Dynamism of human wisdom
And stagnancy of  divine character
God in human existance
And humanity in godliness factor...
 
Being human full of karma
Refined karma makes us God
God is none other than
The mercyful nature of thought 
 
Thou art that propose
Thou hast that impose
Thee love of divine
And eternal search of sunshine.....
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Swaal - Jawaab
 
???? ?? ???? ?????? ?? ????? ?? ????
???? ????? ?? ?? ??, ??? ????
???? ??????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ???? ?????
???? ?????? ?? ???? ?? ??, ???? ??? ????? ????
 
???? ????? ???? ??, ?? ????? ???? ?????
????? ????? ????, ????? ? ??? ??? ????
???? ????? ?? ?????? ?? ??? ??? ??? ???? ??????
?? ?????? ?? ?????? ?? ?? ??? ????
 
???? ????? ??? ???? ??? ?? ???? ???? ??
?? ???? ?????????? ???? ????? ?? ????
?? ?? ???? ??? ??? ????? ??????? ??
?? ???? ????? ?? ??? ??, ?? ?? ??? ????? ????
 
?? ?????? ??, ?? ???? ?? ?? ??
?? ?? ???? ??? ????, ?? ?? ???? ?? ??,
?? ?? ???? ?? ???? ??? ????
???? ??? ???? ????, ???? ?????
?? ???? ??? ??
?? ??? ????? ?? ??,
?? ???? ???? ???? ????? ??? ????
 
zehan mai swaal jawabon ki kashmakasha hai baki
tere tasawoor mai bhi hai chamak baki
meri dewaangi ko dosh mat de mere sukoon 
uski zindagi mai shayad hi hai mera koi nishaan baki
 
usse isqa karna tha to iska seekhaa maine
seekha ke isqa uska, khudka na raha hosh baki
uski hathon ki lakiron mai yoon gum hui meri kismat
tanhai ke daman mai gujarti hai har shaam baki
 
uski khushabu mere zehan mai yoon bas gayi hai
aur uski wo muskurahat mere hoton pe baki
wo jo hamne jiye the chanda lamhe mohabbat ke
bas unki yadien hai dil mai, aur hai kuch dhadkan baki
 
un swaalon mai ek swaal ye bhi hai
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tu to nahi hua mera, mai to tera hi tha, jab se thama tha tera haath sathi
tune saatha chod diya mera, teri marji
bas itna bata de,
jab satha chodna hi tha,
to khaali rehane dete hamara jaam saaki
 
'shiv'
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Teri roshani ???? ?????
 
???? ????? ?? ?????? ???? ?????
?? ???? ?? ??? ?? ???? ????? ??
???? ?????? ?? ???? ????
???? ?? ???? ???? ??? ??????? ??
 
????? ??? ?? ?? ????? ?? ????
???? ?? ???? ??? ??? ?? ???? ??????? ????? ??
?????? ??? ????? ?????? ?? ??? ??
?? ?? ???? ?????? ?? ???? ????? ??????? ??
 
?? ???? ??? ?? ???? ????? ?? ?? ???
?? ?????? ?? ??????? ???? ????? ?????? ??
???? ??? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ????? ?????
????? ?? ???? ???? ???? ??? ????? ??
 
???? ???? ?? ?? ???? ??? ?? ????
?? ???? ???? ??? ?? ????? ?? ????? ??
?? ?? ?? ??? ???? ???? ??
???? ????? ???? ??? ?? ????? ????? ??
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The Inner Voice
 
To listen the inner voice
Is always a ultimate choice
But it’s not so easy
As it requires an analysis which is too much precise
 
Analysis to inner soul
Do not bother if it seems, as an empty hole
Just have faith without any fear
Then whatever your heart says, do it my dear
 
Generally the inner voice
Is mixed with various noises
But to listen it clearly
Just try twice or thrice
 
You may get it sometimes
Without any effort
But sometimes it requires
The greatest possible support
 
It’s really depends on you
To find which way is always true
Yes my dear it’s your inner voice
Which is sometime so new and sometimes so nice
 
Also it is directly related to your satisfaction
Which is always something to do with your destination
As far as I know
It always requires some determination
Without any hesitation and procrastination
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This Time I Will Not Initiate
 
This time I will not initiate
Let see,
What is in the fate?
Or wait
From now,
I will never introduce myself
Will definitely find,
Every reason of hate
 
And even will never prove
My existence to you
From Now,
It will always be asked by you
My love will never
Require any explanation
My feelings
Will never be frustrated by you
 
For you was my first love
When Things get clumsy
Between us
When he test
Our devotion and love
Alas! Thee tested you first
 
Otherwise
Silence of my silent words
Has always told you
That there is
Nothing to talk
Nothing to explain at all
When our hearts are
Really interlocked
 
But you got confused
Every time
You were in search of
Reasons
And I don’t know
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What was in your mind?
But I know your heart
Was selfless
Your soul was
Too kind
That’s why we met
But oh!
You were finally fallen behind
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What I Like In You
 
Do u know what I like in u
Just everything u have in u
Believe me my every word is true
As up till now I know about u
 
The way u walk, the way u talk
The way u fought, the way u taught
Is capturing my every
Attention of thoughts
 
The way u smile, the way u cry
The way u ignore, the way u try
Is stimulating my feel of life.
 
The way u tease, the way u please
The way u fight until I cease
Are moments of my life
With ultimate peace
 
The way u see, the way u shy
The ways u sing, just make me fly
The way u dance and your pretty glance
Is in my fate as a matter of chance
 
The way u share, the way u fear
The way u hear, makes me dear
The days of tears, the days of cheer
Are the moment makes us more near
 
The way u hides and
when you’re my beside
In both cases,
creates a tide deep inside
 
Yes I want u with me, in my life
Ur naughty behavior
When I try to forget u,
Is my greatest failure
Why I want u,
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for everything to share with me
Will someone tell me?
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What You And Me Owe To Love
 
you are not that
wanted now
cause i have
already learnt
to live with myself,
some how
that doesnt mean,
 
i still
not love u
cause,
i still
cuddle u in my dreams
but the thing is
now my heart is
tired of being
one sided in love
as it seems
 
so this is new me
that just exists
with my soul dipped
into my selfesteemed erg
that for you, i have
always compromised
 
but let me
tell you now
i set you free from
whatever you and me
owe to love
and you now
go get what
your soul made for
 
and in the mean time
i am loving to love
your memories
inside me
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that i will
always keep in
my subconscious
it comes
when i sleep
in my dreams
in my lifes
every dawn evey dusk
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Who Am I......?
 
Who am I, who is myself.
am I the 'I' for sure
or
something beyond else
am i the physical body with touch
am i the mind full of thoughts
or
am i the soul that seeks
its existance in this planet earth
am i the fine traces of so called phychology
or
thoughts of minds made up of complex chemistry
am i the craving thirst for lust
or
am i the saint's celibecy that commands senses with guts
am i the emotional and dependent creature of god
or
am i the creator of my own destiny with karma i do must
am i the physical mental
spritual metaphysical cosmic body
or
am i the filthy greedy poor
human being of this social animal society
am i the lover that loves beyond his heart can take
or
i am the selfish masculine man that know only to hate
am i the nation of many like me seeking as much as land
or
am i the seer who see eveything belongs to God's hand.....
am i the selfish human that harm pollute the mother earth
or
am i the sage that sees divinity on only nature's wander thirst
the self realization is an eternal search for 'who am i'
let I search I
and
you search you
i know we will meet at the same point where you and i have
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Your Happiness
 
Now your happiness is purpose of mine.
When you are with me everything is fine.
Yes I know sometimes there are ups and downs.
But when you believe and try everything shines.
 
I like the way as you always joke.
But still you love 'my love' seriously I hope.
It’s blissful when you laugh loud.
But when you ignore me, naturally I will shout.
 
Love is mixed with pain and pleasure.
I am waiting when we will be together.
If you will be with me, I bow to thee.
I will not let you go forever and ever.
 
Its nature of life it’s always hides.
But you trust me in my every side.
As my love for you is like a high tide.
And I want you to be always my beside.
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?? ????, ??????? ???? ??
 
?? ????, ??????? ???? ??
??????? ?????? ??????? ??
?? ????, ??????  ?? ?????? ??
?? ????? ??! ??! ????? II
?? ????, ??????? ???? ??................
 
?? ?? ??????? ?? ????? ??
?? ???? ?? ?? ??? ??? ??
?? ????? ?? ??? ??? ??
?? ?? ?? ?? ??? ??? ?? II
?? ????, ??????? ???? ??................
 
??????? ?? ??? ??????
???? ???? ?? ??????
????? ?? ???  ?? ?? ??
?? ??????? ??  ???  ??? ??  II
?? ????, ??????? ???? ??................
 
?? ????? ???? ??????
?? ??????? ?? ?? ????
??? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??! ?????
?? ???????? ?? ? ??????? ?? II
?? ????, ??????? ???? ??................
 
??????? ?????? ?? ????? ?? ??
???  ????? ?? ???? ?? ??
???????? ?????? ?? ??? ?? ??
???????  ????? ??  ????  ??? ?? II
?? ????, ??????? ???? ??................
 
???????? ?? ??? ??? ??
?????! ?????! ?? ??? ??? ??
????? ?? ????? ??
??? ??, ??, ???? ???? ??  II
?? ????, ??????? ???? ??................
 
???? ???? ???? ???? ??
???? ????? ??, ?? ? ??? ??
???? ??? ?? ??? ??? ????
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???? ???????? ?? ???? ??  II
?? ????, ??????? ???? ??................
 
 
kar pran, prakram dharan kar ke,
rashtra samanta, sthapit kar
kar pran, sangharsha ke davanal mai,
ho kundan, hey hey savarna ho
 
     jab wo pratibha ke, ankuran ko,
     hai deemak ban ke chaat raha ho,
     ye janhit ki, aad bana ke,
     jan se jan ko, baat raha ho,
 
     raajneeti ki, chaal purani,
     iski seerat, mai manmaani,
     arakshan ke vish se, hai ye
     nav pratibha ko kaat raha ho
 
      ho samaan sabhka abhikaar
      ye samvidhaan ka hai adhaar
      desh ke jan jan se hai pokaar
      ab adhikaron ka, na vyapaar ho
  
     rashtra pragati mai badhak hai jo
     desh ke sanghatan ko ghata hai jo
     nirlajj abhishaap sa paap ban ke
     rashtara bhagya ko jhaak raha ho
 
     parivartan ki alakha jaga do
     praan praan mai josh naya do
     arakshan ke dasyu ko
     jad se sab samool mita do
   
     meri tapti, rakta, shira mai
     tapte krodha ko, ab na hawa do
     mere dil mai dhak dhak karte
     har ananta astitva ko samata do.......
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?? ?? ???? ??, ??? ?? ???? ??
 
????? ?? ??? ??
??? ????? ?? ?????
?? ?? ???? ??, ??? ?? ???? ??
 
?? ?????? ??
??????? ?? ?????? ??
?? ?? ???? ??, ??? ?? ???? ??
 
?? ?? ???? ???? ?????? ?? ?????? ??
?? ???? ??
?? ?? ???? ??, ??? ?? ???? ??
 
????? ?? ???? ??? ??
???? ??? ?? ?????? ??
?? ?? ???? ??, ??? ?? ???? ??
 
???? ???????? ??
???? ? ???? ?? ??? ??
?? ?? ???? ??, ??? ?? ???? ??
 
?? ???? ?? ????? ??
????? ???? ??
?? ?? ???? ??, ??? ?? ???? ??
 
???? ????? ?? ????? ???
?? ??? ?????? ??
?? ?? ???? ??, ??? ?? ???? ??
 
??? ???? ?? ??
???? ?? ???? ?????? ??
?? ?? ???? ??, ??? ?? ???? ??
 
???? ??? ???? ?? ????
?? ???? ????? ??
?? ?? ???? ??, ??? ?? ???? ??
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?? ?? ?? ??? ????? ?? ?????
 
?? ?? ?? ??? ????? ?? ?????
?? ?? ?????? ??, ??? ?? ??? ????? ?? ?????
???? ??? ???? ?? ??????? ???? ??
???? ?? ?? ?????? ???? ???? ??
?? ?? ?? ?????? ????? ?? ?????................
???? ????? ?????? ????? ???????? ??????? ??
???? ?? ???? ??? ?? ???? ?? ?????? ??
?? ?? ?? ?????? ????? ?? ?????................
???? ??? ?????? ?? ???? ?????? ??????? ??
???? ??? ???? ??????? ?? ??? ?????? ?? ?????? ????? ??
?? ?? ?? ?????? ????? ?? ?????................
???? ???? ????? ?? ???? ????? ??
???? ????? ????? ?? ???? ???? ??? ??
?? ?? ?? ?????? ????? ?? ?????................
???? ????? ?? ?????? ???? ??
???? ????? ?? ??? ?????? ???? ??
?? ?? ?? ?????? ????? ?? ?????................
???? ??? ?? ??? ??? ???? ???? ?? ???? ??
???? ?? ???? ?? ??? ?? ?????? ???? ??
?? ?? ?? ?????? ????? ?? ?????................
???? ?? ?????? ?? ??? ?? ???? ?????? ??
???? ?? ???? ??? ?? ?? ???? ?? ????? ??
?? ?? ?? ?????? ????? ?? ?????................
?? ????? ?? ????? ??
?? ?????, ???? ???? ?? ??? ????, ?? ???? ?? ?? ????? ??
?? ?? ?? ?????? ????? ?? ?????................
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??? ?? ?? ????? ????? ???? ?? aur fir bhi tu khud ko
insaan kehtata hai
 
?? ?? ????? ????? ?? ??????? ?? ????? ??
?? ??? ?? ?? ????? ????? ???? ???
?? ?? ???? ?? ??? ?? ?????? ?????
?? ??? ?? ?? ????? ????? ???? ???
 
???? ??? ??
???????? ?? ?? ???? ??..................
?? ??????? ?? ??? ????? ??
?? ????? ?? ????? ????? ??...............
 
???? ???? ?? ???? ??? ??
???? ?????? ??
?????? ????? ??
?????? ????? ??.......................
 
?? ???
???????? ???? ????
?? ???? ?? ?? ???? ?? ???? ??
????? ???? ??................................
 
?? ?? ?? ???? ???? ??
?? ?? ???? ?? ????? ??? ???
?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?????
???? ?? ????? ??, ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ???..........................
 
???? ?? ????? ?? ?????
?? ?? ??????
???? ?? ??? ????
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ????? ??????? ???? ??????.......................
 
???? ??? ?? ???? ?????
?? ????? ??????
???? ????? ?? ?? ???????
???? ???? ??????.......................
 
???? ?????? ?? ???????
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?? ???? ???????? ?? ??????? ???????
???? ?? ????? ?? ?? ???? ?? ????
???? ?? ????? ?? ???? ??? ????? ??? ??????...................
 
??? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??? ??? ??? ??
???? ????, ????? ???? ?? ??
???? ???, ????? ???? ???
?? ?? ?? ?????? ??.........................
 
?? ?? ????? ????
?? ??? ??? ???? ??
?? ?? ??????? ?? ????
???? ??? ?????????? ???, ???? ??....................
 
?? ???????? ?? ???? ??
?? ??? ????? ????? ??
?? ???????? ??? ???? ???? ?? ???
?? ??? ????........................
 
?? ?? ??
???? ?????
?? ??
???? ????? ?? ???????? ???? ?????..........................
 
??? ?? ?????? ? ??? ??
?? ?????? ?? ??? ??? ????????
????? ??? ??
?? ?????? ?? ????? ?? ????? ?????????........................
 
?? ?? ???? ????? ???? ?????
???? ??? ?? ????? ??????? ?????
??? ?? ?????? ?? ???? ??
?? ?? ??????? ?? ?? ?????...................................
 
?? ?? ???? ??
????? ????? ?? ????? ???? ??? ????? ?? ??????
?? ??? ??? ?????? ????
?????? ?? ????? ?? ??? ? ??????..........................
 
' ??? ????? ???? '
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???? ?? ???? manzil ke kareeb
 
??? ??? ?? ??? ???
?? ???? ?? ????
????? ???????? ?? ????? ???
??? ???? ????
???? ?????? ?? ?? ??
???? ???? ?? ?? ????
? ???? ???????
?? ?? ???? ????? ?? ?? ?????
?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ????? ????? ?? ????? ??
?? ?? ????? ?? ?? ???????? ?? ?? ??
????? ?? ???? ??
???? ?? ???? ???? ?? ??
?? ???? ?? ????? ????? ??? ????? ??
?? ?? ?????? ?? ??????? ????? ????? ????? ????? ??
????? ????? ?? ??? ?? ??? ??
????? ?? ???? ???? ????? ??
???? ?????? ?? ????? ?? ??
??????? ???? ??? ???? ?????? ??
??? ?? ?? ???? ???? ????? ????
???? ???? ?? ????? ???? ????? ??
?? ?? ??? ?? ??? ???
????? ??? ?? ????? ???? ?? ???? ????? ??
' ??? ????? ???? '
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?? ???? ???! hey dharti maa
 
?? ???? ???!
?? ???????  ???!
 
?? ?? ???? ?? ????
?? ???? ????? ????
 
???? ?? ?? ?????????
?? ????? ??? ?????
 
???? ???? ?? ???? ??
????? ?????? ?? ????? ??????
 
????????? ?? ?? ?? ????
????? ???? ???? ?????
 
?? ??? ?????? ?? ?????
???? ?? ??
 
???? ???? ??  ???? ??
????? ?????
 
?? ???? ???? ?? ????
???? ???  ??? ??
 
???? ???? ?????? ?? ??
??????  ????? ??? ?? ??
 
?? ??? ??? ?? ??? ??? ?? ??? ??? ??
??  ??? ??? ??? - ???
 
???? ???? ??  ?? ????
????  ?? ?? ???
 
???? ?? ??? ????
????? ?? ???????
 
?? ???? ?? ??????
?? ????? ?? ???, ??  ??????! ?? ??????!
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???? ???? ?? ????? ???
???? ?? ??
 
??? ??? ?? ??? ???
?? ???? ???? ??? ??
 
???? ??? ??? ?? ??????? ??
?? ??? ??? ??
 
?? ???? ?? ?? ????  ??
?? ??? ??? ??
 
???? ????? ?? ??? ??? ??
???  ??? ??
 
?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??? ????
?????? ?? ??? ?? ????  ??  ??? ??? ??
 
?? ?? ?? ? ???????? ????
?? ?? ???? ??? ??
 
??? ?? ??? ?? ??????? ??
?????? ??? ??? ??
 
?? ????? ??? ?? ?? - ??
?? ?? ??? ??? ??
 
?? ?? ??? ???? ??? ?? ???? ??
?? ?? ????? ???? ??
...........................................................................
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